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The possibility of resampling (bootstrapping) a spatial pattern is investigated. It is suggested 
that resampling provides a unified approach to consistent inference in a wide range of coverage 
problems. Nevertheless, resampling distorts some of the interactions in the problem, and so 
introduces biases. The sizes of bias and standard deviation are investigated in the case of estimating 
sampling variance via resampling. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the possibility of resampling a spatial 
pattern, with the object of estimating certain of its characteristics in some ‘nonpara- 
metric’ way. We suggest that resampling, in its various forms, provides a unified 
and philosophically attractive approach to several rather tricky problems of infer- 
ence. We do not claim that it is ‘asymptotically optimal’ in any sense; indeed, we 
shall show that estimators based on basic resampling schemes can converge more 
slowly than other estimators. However, improved estimators can sometimes be 
constructed by adjusting resampling estimators. 
Sampling elements in the resampling schemes are ‘tiles’, and contain those parts 
of the coverage pattern observed within given areas. They play the role of ‘observa- 
tions’ in a random sample. To construct successive simulations, the observation 
region 92 is divided into a grid of blank tiles, and the patterns to be placed on those 
tiles are selected individually and at random in some manner. There are several 
ways of doing this; we shall investigate two, based on ‘fixed’ and ‘moving’ tiles. 
For each simulated sample, the statistic under study may be computed from the 
tiled coverage pattern. 
This technique is one way of generalizing Efron’s [3,4,.5,6] powerful bootstrap 
technology to problems involving spatial interactions. However, the ‘tiled bootstrap’ 
cannot be expected to inherit all the virtuous properties of its more traditional 
parents. For a start, the process of randomly sampling chunks of pattern distorts 
some of the interactions. Since iteractions are an essential ingredient of the pattern, 
difficulties must arise. These manifest themselves as bias terms, and may be controlled 
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by adjusting tile size. We suggest that if the number and size of tiles increase together, 
as the observation region expands, then the tiled bootstrap should yield estimators 
and techniques which are at least consistent. 
A completely general analysis of this approach is out of reach. We have chosen 
to illustrate it in the case of estimating sampling variance for linear estimators based 
on mosaic processes (Boolean models) in two dimensions [12, p. 484ff]. General 
theory is described in Section 2, and the special case of counting statistics is examined 
in Section 3. Proofs for Section 2 are deferred until Section 4. 
2. General theory 
2.1. Dejnitions 
An advantage of the resampling philosophy, for both random real-valued samples 
and coverage patterns, is that it may be used in a very wide range of situations. 
However, in the absence of any unified theory the performance of resampling 
schemes in any given situation must be carefully assessed. We shall consider only 
1 
estimation of the sampling variance u2 of a statistic 0 computed from a coverage 
pattern. It will be assumed that I? is well-defined for any of the tiled coverage 
patterns that can result from resampling. 
Suppose the observation region 9? may be partitioned into m congruent, nonover- 
lapping tiles. Usually %! and the tiles will be rectangular in shape. Let ti + & denote 
the i’th tile; t, is its centre. If the coverage pattern within t,+& is taken to be lIi 
(not yet defined), for 1 s is m, then the resulting version of e* will be denoted by 
I?(&, . . . , Ir,). The j’th bootstrap simulation places a pattern n!“, say, within the 
i’th tile. If there were a total of s simulations, the bootstrap estimate of variance 
would be 
&2(s) = s-l f: i2(IqJ), . . . ) II’,), - 1 s-1 js e^(Ip, . . .) ny, 1 
2 
. (2.1) 
j=l 
The two basic versions of G2 which we shall consider are for ‘fixed’ and ‘moving’ 
tiles, respectively. In the former case, the pattern fli” is chosen at random from 
the patterns within the tiles tl + Sa, 1 s I < m. Therefore {nl”, 1 s i 5 m and 1 sj s s} 
is a sequence of ms totally independent observations of the pattern within tN + sd, 
where N is uniformly distributed on (1, . . . , m}. In the case of ‘moving’ tiles, the 
pattern on each tile is chosen independently and uniformly from the class of all 
possible patterns. That is, if CZ8 denotes the set of all points n such that x + ti E 2, 
and if X has the uniform distribution on 3, then {ll!“, 1 s is m and 1 sj s s} is 
a sequence of ms totally independent observations of the pattern within X + A An 
alternative would be to choose the moving tile at random by regarding the observation 
region as though it were a torus; compare Section 2.6. However, this does not 
remove the major component of bias. 
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The limit lim,,, 6*(s) exists for both fixed and moving tiles, and will be denoted 
by 6: and c?& respectively. Fixed and moving tile methods can be used to estimate 
sampling variance in a great many circumstances, but only relatively simple cases 
are amenable to detailed theoretical analysis. General formulae for 6; and Gz are 
rather cumbersome, and so we shall give formulae only in the case of linear statistics, 
which we consider next. 
2.2. Linear statistics 
We shall assume that e^(II,, . . . , II,,,) depends on the component patterns in a 
homogeneous and linear way; that is, 
&I,, . . .,Ilm)=rKl m iF, 4tni), (2.2) 
where C#J (I7) is well-defined for any pattern IZ within a tile congruent to &. Naturally, 
C#J may depend on m. The counting statistics described in Section 3 comprise examples 
of such estimators. For estimators I? satisfying (2.2), the fixed- and moving-tile 
bootstrap estimators of variance reduce to 
and 
$=m-2i$I $2{n(ri+d)l-m-3 [igl 4{n(ri+d))12 (2.3) 
&;=(m#B[1)-’ 1% ~‘{fl(x+~)Idx- (mII~lI*)-’ [I, 9ln(x+d)Idx]‘, (2.4) 
respectively. Here I( 93 (I denotes the area of 93. 
Since the coverage pattern within x + z& has the same distribution as that within 
&, then E[c$‘{IT(x+&)}] = E[+‘{~(LzI)}] f or all x E R* and for r = 1,2. We may 
now deduce from (2.3) and (2.4) that 
and 
E($) = m-l 
A 
(var[4{~(4)1 -vd~)) (2.5) 
E(&$ = m-’ 
( 
var[NJ7(4)1- ll~ll-2var [I 
+{I~(x+ 4) dx , (2.6) 
SB I) 
where e* e*{II(r,+sll), . . . , II(t,,, + cd)} is the statistic calculated for the coverage 
pattern observed within %? and whose variance we are trying to estimate. 
2.3. Range of dependence 
We intend that tiles be chosen so large that coverage patterns within nonadjoining 
tiles are stochastically independent. Usually practical considerations dictate a realis- 
tic upper bound to shape radius. Formally, suppose shapes have maximum radius 
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r,; that is, if the smallest disc containing S is of radius R then ess sup R = r, < 00. 
If the tiles are rectangular, we ask that the shortest edge of the rectangle be of length 
at least 2r,. 
Let N, denote the set of indices j such that ti + d and t, + d are neighbours. These 
tiles may meet along an edge, or at a vertex. In the circumstance described in the 
previous paragraph, ${n(t, + &)} and c${ZI(?, + ti)} are independent whenever 
ja{i}uN,, and so by (2.2), 
var( i) = m-’ var[ +{n(&)}] + 6, 
where 
SE K2C C COV[~{~(ti+Sd)}~~{~(t,+d)}]. 
i ii"\', 
Substituting into (2.5), we conclude that 
E($)=(l-rC’)var(&S. 
A similar expression is obtainable via (2.6). 
(2.7) 
The bias term 6 in (2.7) is one feature which distinguishes the tiled bootstrap 
from other applications of the bootstrap principles; see Efron and Gong [7] for 
examples of the latter. Of course, 6 results from dependence between tiles. The two 
theorems below describe asymptotic properties of bias and standard deviation under 
prescribed conditions, and show that these two contributions to error may be 
balanced by increasing tile area as the square root of area of the observation region. 
2.4. Asymptotic theory for 6: and 6: 
Our theory is tailored to the case where e* is a counting statistic; see Section 3 
below. It is quite easy to construct heuristic arguments which suggest that the theory 
applies more generally, at least to the extent of order of magnitude of bias and 
variance. 
Our assumption about the observation region is that tiles are rectangular, that 
the ratio of their edge lengths remains fixed as the tiles expand, and that the 
observation region % increases as a scale multiple of a fixed region. We suppose 
that both m and II&‘11 increase, and seek to determine the optimal relationship 
between these variables. Shape radius is assumed essentially bounded. 
Let 
Ai-c${ZZ(t,+d)}-E[~{ZZ(t,+d)}] 
and 
A(x) = c+5{ZZ(x+d)}- E[cfdZZ(x+&}]. 
The regularity conditions below will be needed for one or other of our theorems, 
and will be established for counting statistics in Section 3: for any tile t, + ti with 
8 neighbours, 
1 E(AiA,) = c,~~~~~-~‘~+o(I/OP(~~~“), 
j t -\; 
suplcov(Af, A,z,l=o(11411-*) 
, F ..1, 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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as ti increases, and do not depend on i ; 
E(Af)- c,lWll-’ and E(A:‘)- c,\\sZ~~-~, 
E [{j, A(x) dxr] = 11~112~2+~~~1~211~11~, 
var[{~,d(x)d~)2]=o(~lljl(2), 
and 
var{ JBA2(x)dx}=c,m+o(m), 
where cO, c,, c2 and c3 are constants. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.15) 
Theorem 2.1. Under condition (2.8), 
I?(&?) = (1 -,-I ~~2--c,ll~ll-“211~ll-‘+~~II~ll-“211~ll-1~, 
and under (2.9) and (2.10), 
var($) = (c2- ~:)rn-~II~lI~‘+o(121-~1(~2((-~). 
Theorem 2.2. Under conditions (2.8) and (2.11), 
E(CQ = (1 -m-l )a2-Co~~~(7~“2~~~~~~‘+O(~~~$I~~“2((~ij~-’+m~”2~~~~((~‘), 
and under (2.12) and (2.13), 
var(rE<) = ~,rn-‘~~~~~-~+o(rn-‘((~2)(-~). 
Proofs are deferred until Section 4. 
2.5. Discussion 
It is usually-the case that CT* = var( e^) - const. 11% II-’ as 3 increases. This is the 
analogue of Jn -consistency in a coverage pattern, and is true for counting statistics. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 show that both the bias and standard deviation of 6’ are 
of a smaller order than q2, and in this sense, G2 is consistent for CT’. Note that the 
term m-Iv2 appearing in the bias of G2 is of smaller order than the standard 
deviation, and from that point of view is negligible. 
We may deduce from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 that mean square error is asymptotically 
minimised by taking m = const. 11% (1 “2. The problem of selecting tile size is similar 
to that of choosing the smoothing parameter in non-parametric inference, in that it 
involves a compromise between bias and variance [8]. Note, however, that provided 
only that ))dlI and m both increase, we are assured of consistency: &‘/u2 + 1 in 
probability. 
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In the important special case of vacancy, a formula for c, is given at (3.6) below. 
Sections 3.3 and 3.7 show that c2 - CT = 2~~ and c3 = 2r4p, where T is defined at (3.7), 
P- llYn(x+Y)ll*dx, 
and Y is a rectangle with edges in the same proportion as d but with unit area. A 
little algebra shows that 
pc ()Yn(x+Y)/Jdx= llY’p1(*= I. 
Therefore the asymptotic variance of the moving tile estimator &:, is strictly less 
than that of the fixed tile estimator 6:. Since the biases are equivalent, the moving 
tile estimator is slightly more ‘efficient’ than the fixed tile estimator. This result 
might possibly have been predicted, in the light of recent investigations into proper- 
ties of ‘moving blocks’ in experimental design [13]. 
2.6. Other estimates of CT* 
There exists an infinite variety of estimates of sampling variance. We shall consider 
only a class of unbiased estimators, of the form c?* = e^‘- 6, where 6 is an unbiased 
estimate of ( I@)*. They are essentially modifications of 6:; note that (1 - m-‘))‘$ = 
e^‘- 6, where 
i=m~‘(m-l)Y’~~~ 4{n(ti+a)l+{n(l,+~)l. 
If the patterns on all tiles were independent then 6 would be unbiased for (E@. 
Recall that shapes have radius no more than r,. In practice (e.g. [2, p. 5321) we 
often know an upper bound to shape radius, and so it is reasonable to assume that 
tiles are chosen so that their shortest edge is at least 2ro long. In this case, if our 
statistic is given by (2.2) then 
(E~)2=E[~{n(t;+~)}~{n(tl+t)}] 
whenever j & {i} u Xi. This fact suggests that we take 
i = (C c’ WijY c c’ Wij4{fl(C + NM{fl(t, + 4}, 
where C Et denotes summation over a given subset of pairs (i, j) with i Z j and 
ja Ni, and where the wii’s are weights. 
Perhaps the most obvious choice has the summation over all possible pairs, and 
has each wG = 1. This gives c?: = e^” - &, where 
6, EE y-1 C C 4{n(ti+a)14{n(t,+drZl 
I jL{i)u.h^, 
and 
V=~ 1 l=m(m-9)+6(c+d)-4, 
I jsS{l}u-+rc 
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assuming that rectangular tiles are arranged in c colums of d rows. However, a 
detailed study of this estimator reveals that it suffers from a subtle asymmetry. Note 
that a tile on the boundary of CB has fewer neighbours than a tile towards the centre 
of 24. This inequity introduces an extra term into the variance. 
The asymmetry may be removed by defining neighbours of boundary tiles in a 
torroidal fashion. With this convention, each tile has exactly 8 neighbours, and the 
coverage pattern within any given tile is independent of the patterns within those 
tiles which are not its neighbours. Let the indices of the torroidal neighbours of 
t, + ti comprise the set JY:. We shall study 6: = e^’ - G4, where 
&= 172-1 (m-9)-‘C C 4{n(ti+d)141n(t,+d2)l. 
i ,rf(i)vd+-; 
On this occasion there is no need to let tiles expand. Using larger tiles only decreases 
the value of m, which here plays the role of ‘sample size’. 
Theorem 2.3. For tiles ofjixed size, chosen so that the shortest side is at least 2r, long, 
E(c?:)=(T* and var(6~)=O(11$F?-3). 
In practice one would usually use square or almost square tiles, with side length 
equal to a known upper bound to shape diameter. 
Since a* - const. II% I\-’ then $/a’+ 1 in probability as 2 increases. Note that 
6: does better than either bootstrap estimate; the mean square errors are of order 
II 92 I( m3 for c+:, and of order ~Is%?\(-~‘~ for c?: and 6:. 
3. Counting statistics 
3.1. Dejinition and examples 
We shall say that a subset of R* is ‘white’ if it does not intersect any random set 
in the mosaic. A counting statistic is obtained by counting the number of white, 
translated copies of a set Y’. In particular, suppose the sets Xj + P’, 1 <j s n, are each 
contained within the tile t + ~4. The quantity 
q5{II(t+d)}= n-’ i I(x,+Yis white) 
i=l 
is an unbiased estimator of the probability that Y is white, based on the pattern 
observed within t+ &. Of course, the summands here are not necessarily 
independent. 
Examples of counting statistics include: 
(i) Vacancy. Here Y is taken to be a singleton and n is allowed to diverge to +KX 
&{n(t+&)}= ~~~~~-’ [ 1(x is white) dx. 
J ,+.d 
(3.1) 
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Note that 4v{n(t+ti)} is an unbiased and consistent (as d increases) estimator 
of epAE(‘IS”), which equals the probability that a given point is uncovered. Large- 
region properties of vacancy have been studied by Moran [ 111, Baddeley [l] and 
Mase [lo]. 
(ii) Case of convex % If the shapes generating the mosaic are convex and 
isotropic, and if Y is also convex, then 
where JJY((, and l]aYll , are respectively the area and perimeter of Y [9]. This property 
has several applications. For example, it may be used to test appropriateness of the 
mosaic model, using regression procedures [12, p.495 ff]. In that context, the tiled 
bootstrap provides an estimate of error variance, and permits a formal statistical 
test. Estimation of P(Y is white) for three sufficiently different convex sets Y enables 
estimation of the three fundamental characteristics of the mosaic: Poisson intensity 
A, mean set area and mean set perimeter. The tiled bootstrap provides estimates of 
the variance of these estimators. 
(iii) Point covariance. If Y= {z,, z2} is a doublet, and if shapes are isotropic, then 
P(9 is white) is simply a function of u = Iz, - z21. It may be shown that when shapes 
are random radius discs with distribution function F, there is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between pairs (F, A) and functions p defined by p(u) = P(Y is white). 
Therefore any identifiable parameter governing the mosaic may be estimated via an 
estimate of p [2]. In fact, if shape radius is bounded above by r, then we need only 
estimate p on the interval [0,2r,,]. Estimates of variance of parameter estimators 
may be obtained via the tiled bootstrap. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to verifying conditions imposed in 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, in the case where e^ is a counting statistic: 
e^=m-‘lt, cp{U(ti+&)}=(mn))’ f i I(x,+Yis white). 
i=i j-1 
(3.2) 
For convenience we shall assume that tiles are rectangular, that the ratio of their 
edge lengths remains fixed as the tiles expand, and that the rectangular observation 
region % increases as a scale multiple of a fixed region. 
3.2. Verification (2.8). 
The translated copies of Y, x,, + Y in formula (3.2), will be called counting sets. 
Suppose tiles t, + s4 and $ + J& are adjacent. Let 9, be a counting set in tile t, + 4, 
and Xk be the indicator of the event that Yk is uncovered. If x, is defined similarly 
for $+ti, and if there are n counting sets per tile, then 
E(AiAj) = n -2 11 cov(xk, xl). (3.3) 
Given a version of S, let Ak(S) be the set of all points x such that x + S intersects 
Yk. Define A,(S) similarly. Then Ak,(S)=Ak(S)uA,(S) is the set of x such that 
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x + S intersects at least one of Yk and Y,, and 
cov(xk, x,) = P(no shapes intersect either Y, or Y,) 
- P(no shapes intersect Yk)P (no shapes intersect Y,) 
= exp[-AE{lI&(S)II~l 
-exp[-AE{llA~(S)II~l ew[-AE{llAt(S)II~l 
=e -2Y”(exp[A~{IlAk(S) n A(S)II~I - 11, 
where y = E{I(A,(S)((}. In particular, the covariance is always nonnegative. 
We may now write formula (3.3) as 
E (A,A,) = n-* e-*‘* CC* (exp[AE{llMS) n AdS)llll- I), (3.4) 
where C C* denotes summation over all pairs (Yk, Y,) of counting sets in the tiles 
t, + & and r, + o(E which are distant no more than 2r, apart at their closest separation. 
For a given k, the number of counting sets Y, such that (Yk, Y,) satisfy this condition 
is bounded, uniformly in k. If tiles ti+ & and t,+& abut along an edge of length 
S, where s is large, then the number of terms in the series on the right-hand side of 
(3.4) is of order S. The series is asymptotic to a constant multiple of s as s increases, 
provided only that the counting sets are laid out evenly and regularly. If the tiles 
ti+& and TV + ~4 meet only at a corner, then the number of terms is O(1) as d 
increases. Combining the observations in this paragraph we see that 
C E(A,A,) = n -*~ll~~‘ll,+~~~-*ll~~ll,~, (3.5) 
jt.,l, 
where d is a strictly positive constant not depending on i. (We have assumed here 
that tile t, + d does not adjoin the boundary of %!. A similar expansion holds for 
boundary tiles, although with smaller values of d. However, boundary tiles form an 
asymptotically negligible proportion of the total collection of tiles.) 
If the counting sets are laid out evenly and regularly then n - const. ~~~~~ as & 
increases, and also Ila& I), = const. 11~2 II I’*. Therefore (3.5) implies result (2.8), with 
a strictly positive constant co. 
The value of c0 depends intimately on the statistic under consideration. We shall 
consider in detail only vacancy, for which 4 is defined at (3.1). Arguments 
analogous to those above produce: 
E(AiAj)= II~II-* It,, I,+, cov{l(y, uncovered), I(y, uncovered)} dy, dy, 
/ 
= ll~ll~2e-2ah I,+, S.,, (exp[AE{IISn(y,-y2+S)II}1-1)dy,dy2, 
I 
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where (Y = E (11 Sll). Again, only adjoining tiles which meet along an edge, not just 
at a corner, make a significant contribution. Since tiles are rectangular, the edges 
run in just two directions: ‘horizontally’ and ‘vertically’. Let these directions be 
those of orthogonal unit vectors 8, and 8,. Let s, equal the length of each edge of 
a tile in the direction of 0,. Define 
c(@, 8,=10’dx I:d.v l-1 (exp[AE{(ISn(xO,+yOi+zOi+S)II}]-l)dz, 
which is a finite, positive constant if (&, 0,) equals either (&, 0,) or (e,, 0,). Then 
for any tile t, +& with 8 neighbours, 
(3.6) 
as J& increases. Of course, 2(s, +s,) = ]]a&/],. 
3.3. Verijcation of (2.10) 
This condition follows from asymptotic normality of I~sYI(“~A~, and from the fact 
that all moments of jld11”2Ai converge to those of the limiting normal distribution. 
Since shapes have radius no more than t 0, then the central limit theorem may be 
proved by dividing the region t, + Op into squares of side width s, separated by strips 
of width at least 2r,. The contributions to the counting statistic derived from 
individual squares are independent, and total contribution made by strips (minus 
its mean) may be made arbitrarily small by choosing s sufficiently large. (This is 
essentially the argument used by Moran [ll],) 
Convergence of moments follows from uniform boundedness of E (I (Id II 1’2Ailk), 
for any k > 0. The latter property may be established by dividing J& into a lattice 
of adjacent squares each of side length s, chosen 22r,. The squares may be grouped 
into four classes, such that within any one class no two squares are closer than s. 
If 0, denotes the total contribution to Ai from the j’th class, then E (IDjJ”) may be 
evaluated using properties of sums of independent random variables, and thus 
shown to satisfy E((Djlk) = 0( ll.~4-~‘~). 
The fourth moment of a centred normal distribution equals three times the square 
of the variance. Therefore c2 - CT = 2~:. The value of c, depends on the particular 
statistic in which we are interested. In the case of vacancy, 
c, = e-2a* 
J 
IWZ[exp[AE{llSn(x+S)(l}]-l]dx. (3.7) 
3.4. VeriJication of (2.9) 
Observe from (2.10) that 
Icov(A:, A;)1 =G E(Af) - c211~4-~. 
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Therefore 
sup\cov(Af, A;>[ = O((ls4\[-‘). 
jt& 
To reduce the right-hand side to o( llti[l-‘), ‘t 1 is necessary only to note that A: and 
AT are independent except for some dependence between patterns within 2r, of the 
joint between tiles ti + & and 5 + d. Write Ai = ei + eij, where Ed is the contribution 
to Ai from the pattern in s,+& within 2r0 of c+ &. Similarly, A, = ej+ ejt. The 
variables &i and .F~ are independent, and E( E;) + E( &,4) = o( (Id II-‘). This property 
immediately gives Icov(Af, AT)1 = o( II& I}-‘). 
A careful study of the moving. tile approach requires specific assumptions about 
the form of counting sets. Nevertheless, principal properties are the same as in the 
case of vacancy, and so in Sections 3.5-3.7 below we shall confine attention to 
vacancy, for which I#J is defined at (3.1). 
(3.8) 
3.5. VeriJication of (2.11) 
Let p = e-hE(i’S”) = P(x is white), any x. When 4 is defined at (3.1), 
1, A(x) dx = Il&llP1 1, dx IX+, (I(y is white) -p} dy 
where 
=lWll(e^-@-77, 
rl’ IMP1 
I 
{I(y is white) -p}Ij (y - d) n 6 )I dy. 
w 
Now, 
E(v~)~II~-~~ ~~~I(n-y2~~2r~)lI(y~-~)n~ll 
xIl(y2-4n~ll dy,dy2~4dll~3,11, (3.9) 
whtre P&= {~EIw’: (y-d)n @ #0}. Since I\%3111 ~const. m”211~ll =0(\(9?Il), and 
E(0-0)2=~2=O(IIS?lp1), then 
E{[BA(x)dxr= lI~l12~2+~~lI~l11’2w’211~ll)1’2~, 
which implies (2.11). 
3.6. Verification of (2.12) 
Observe from (3.8) that 
var[{[BA(x)dxr] 5 E[{ll% II(6- 0) - rl141 
sS{((%e(l”E(e^- ~‘)“+E(T~)). 
.eam ]yn ~IIM lnq 66‘ se uoyodojd sum aql u! sa%pa ~J!M a@Il?lDa.I t? s! A alaqm 
(EI’E) 
Z%D ‘xP,II(A+x) UdsII 
I 
EIIPII/z= xP ZllP ‘0)Fll z%” 
I 
bLZ -xp {(x ‘O)if >=a 
P 
I 
leql shtoqs (01’~) 01 Bu!peal leql ayg luaumkXu2 uv m2atu sl! 
snug ‘(x ‘0)‘~ ap3uel3al ayl U~J!M ~UEWA salouap (x ‘o)[f ‘MON (‘11~11 laplojo SI 
eale asoyw las u!evaD e u! s! x uayM IdaDxa oJaz qmba acmegao3 aqi ~eyl aloN) 
ZH 
(ZI’E) ‘(,llFw+~P {(x ‘OQ.)‘=4 
I 
= XP {(x)Sv ‘(O),VIAO3 ,a JPII 
I 
‘iClluanbasuo3 X pm x u! &.moj!un 
wyl (I 1.E) uIoq a9npap MOU Leur aM 5asea.m! p se (z,r 11~ II)0 laplo 
30 8u!aq sdyls aql jo ea.m 1~01 aql ‘O.iz qlp!~ jo sdgs .xai\o sp8ap! am (X ‘k)E[ 
puv (d‘x)Ef su.xJal ,Japu!ewa.4 aqJ weatu 0Jaz qi!~ luapuadapu! IC~pm!lsey~o~s 
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Result (2.13), with 
c, = 2T4 
L$ 
11Yn(x+Y)112dx, 
follows on combining (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13). 
4. Proofs for Section 2 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 
Let Ai=~{n(ti+~)}-E[~{n(t,+~)}], and note that the expectation here does 
not depend on i. Therefore 
s:=m-'f A:-m-' 
2 
i=l 
- m-2(l - m-‘) C C Aid, (4.1) 
i#j 
=m-2(1-m-‘) f A:-m-’ C CA,A, (4.2) 
i=l t#j 
Equation (4.1) will be used to study bias, and (4.2) to study variance. Since 
rn-‘(Cy=, Ai) = {e^- E( e*)}2, then 
E(c?T)=(l-rn-‘)c~~-rn-~(l-rn-‘)~ C E(A,A,), 
i jsX, 
which immediately gives the stated formula for bias. 
To obtain the formula for variance, let A!( i, j) = {i, j} u .Ni u JV,, and observe that 
(4.3) 
In fact, the covariance term on the right-hand side vanishes unless either i2 and j, 
are neighbours or both i2 and j, are in A( i,, j,). Indeed, if i2 E J%( i,, j,) but i2 # 
j2&&(i,,j,) and j,aX(i,), then 
since E(Aj2) = 0. The number n( i,, j,) of pairs (i,, j2) such that i2 #j, and either both 
i2 and j, are in A( i,, jl), or i2 and j, are neighbours and one of i2 and j, is in 
Ju(i,, j,), is bounded uniformly in values of (i,, j,). Furthermore, for any (i,, j,) and 
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ICOV(At,A,,, Ai A,,)l s {var(Ai,Aj,) var(Ai,Aj,))1’2 
s{E(A;,)E(A;,)E(A;JE(A;J}“~ 
= E(A;‘)=O(II~lI-2), (4.4) 
using condition (2.10). Combining the results from (4.3) down, we conclude that 
as ti and m increase. 
Next we calculate 
var g Af = f var(A:)+C C cov(Af, A?) 
( > i=, I=, i#j 
= m[E(A;‘)-{E(A:)}2]+ E C cov(A:, Af) 
i=l jt& 
= ~~~~-~~~11~11~2+~~~11~11~2~, 
using (2.9) and (2.10). Results (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6) together imply that 
var(Gf) = mp3(c2- c~)((~~l~2+0(m-3~I~~~-2) 
= m-‘(c,-c~)~~~;,1~-2+o(m-111~;!~-’), 
as required. 
(4.6) 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 
Let A(x)=q%{II(x+d)}-E[~{IJ(x+d)}], and note that the expectation does 
not depend on x. Then 
&:=(ml/SI3)1)-’ 1% A2(x) dx--(mII~~j2)-’ { 1% A(x) drj2. (4.7) 
Now, 
E{ (m~~!%~~)-l 1 
?a 
A2(x) dx} = m-‘E{A2(0)} 
P Hall / Coverage patterns 
using condition (2.8). Further, )1931)1 = I\.%!\\ +O(m”*l(d(l), and so by (2.11), 
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= m-‘u*+o(m~“*II~l)I-‘). 
Combining the results from (4.7) down we obtain the stated formula for bias. The 
formula for variance follows from (2.12) and (2.13). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3 
The symmetry of 6, permits us to write 
4: = me2 ~~AiAj-m~‘(m-9)~1~ 1 Aid, 
i jC(i)uNhr: 
= m-* C A?+2 1 Aid, 
(i 
-9mP2(m-9)-‘C c A,A, 
i jeh", > i j&{i}u.N: 
1 1 AiAj , 
i j~(~)uK; 
and the number of pairs (i2,j2) such that j, $ { ik} u .&“I, for k = 1 and 2, and 
E(Ai,Aj,A,2Aj,) # 0, is bounded uniformly in pairs (i,, j,). In consequence, 
var m-2(m-9)p’C 
1 
C 
i Js{i}uN': 
Similar arguments show that 
C A: and C 2 Aid, 
I i jtN: 
have variances of order m. 
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